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Preface
For decades now the Society for the Study of Religion, Literature and the Arts has been
encouraging scholars through conferences, publications and general collegial support to
investigate the relationship between the arts, literature and the religious systems of the world.
To this substantial project, this small collection is offered in thanks. In these collected papers
we not only celebrate the Society’s good work but attempt to increase scholarly
understandings of how the moving picture is able to inform on our approach to the religious
field and look again at how knowledge on religions is generated – in this case from a mainly
popular-culture focused perspective.
I would like to thank all those who helped me organise the 2007 one-day symposium from
which these papers were gathered. Special thanks go to executive directors of the Society for
their ongoing help, in particular Associate Professor Carole Cusack. Deep appreciation and
thanks must also be extended to my doctoral student Alex Norman for his help in editing the
following pages, his work in liaising with the various on-line publication units at the University
of Sydney (Fisher Library in particular), for setting out the following text in an on-line
compatible manner, and for all the small administrative tasks that threaten to swamp any
editor.
Finally thanks to all whose academic contributions made the symposium such a joy to attend
and who will make this collection a worthy read.

Christopher Hartney
Sydney
May 2009
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